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 Greetings! 
 
This year you will experience a summer break with a difference. The holidays will give you a 
chance to observe your surroundings at a closer quarter as well as take into account your 
strength and gain.Imagination is more powerful than intellect .We wish yo
in the suggested activities for your own grooming and personal growth.
 
There are two groups of activities .You have to do one activity from each group.
 
Group A(Any one) 
 
1.Potpourri of treasures 
Objective  
To enhance observation skill 
To promote Analytical thinking 
You will collect a wide array of objects of interest and describe it.
For instance- dried leaf, flower, 
Instructions  
* take an old copy 
* decorate the borders 
* make an index 
* Give a title (eg My Collection)
* paste your finding on separate pages and describe it ( where 
did you get it- newspaper, book , waste, garden, why did you 
include it , what is it ) 
* Your feedback at the end on this activity 
 
2.Pictionary  
To enhance vocabulary  
To contribute in resource building 
You will create a VOCAB bank 
it with relevant visual and usage.
In an old copy/ diary , make four boxes and write your selected 
word and add information- meaning , usage and paste a picture 
related to it. 
 
3.Journal writing  
To inculcate self-awareness 
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To imbibe decision making and critical thinking 
You need to write about their daily activities and 
experiences briefly with specific details
,event,learning/resolution.You can use a diary
copy for this Decoration is optional.
 
Group B (any one) 
1.Grow a green thumb 
To foster empathy with nature 
To ensure mindful engagement 
Maintaining a garden and keeping a record of the growth of the 
saplings with notes on its height , respons
temperature. 
Start with two saplings .research on them and take care of 
them.In an old notebook you can maintain the weekly record. 
Also take photographs of it. 
 
2.Culinary delight 
To ensure mindful engagement 
To apply science concepts  
The students will create a recipe book on healthy dishes with 
images and recipe with nutrients count.
You can select any copy or diary for this .
Keep the images in a word file 
Write step wise recipe and nutrition value and ingredients required. 
 
3.Inter disciplinary Project 
Science Outlook 
To inculcate reading  
To develop research skills 
You will create a Science magazine and cover the topics of History 
of invention, latest tech and articles on Future of Science.
You can undertake the project in a copy 
with the name of the Magazine written. 
You can divide your magazine into
History- research on Scientific inventions/ Medicines 
Tech news- new inventions 
Quotes of Scientists  
Paragraph on Future of Science 
Your mini magazine can be of 15 
 
Happy Learning! 

  
  
 

To imbibe decision making and critical thinking  
You need to write about their daily activities and 
experiences briefly with specific details- date ,time 
,event,learning/resolution.You can use a diary or spare 
copy for this Decoration is optional. 

To foster empathy with nature  
To ensure mindful engagement  
Maintaining a garden and keeping a record of the growth of the 
saplings with notes on its height , response to light and 

Start with two saplings .research on them and take care of 
them.In an old notebook you can maintain the weekly record. 

To ensure mindful engagement  

The students will create a recipe book on healthy dishes with 
images and recipe with nutrients count. 
You can select any copy or diary for this . 
Keep the images in a word file  
Write step wise recipe and nutrition value and ingredients required.  

 

You will create a Science magazine and cover the topics of History        
of invention, latest tech and articles on Future of Science. 
You can undertake the project in a copy and make a cover page 
with the name of the Magazine written.  
You can divide your magazine into 

research on Scientific inventions/ Medicines  

Paragraph on Future of Science  
f 15 -20 pages. 


